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Alto 4 (Tromb 2)
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VOCAL

Dear when you smiled at me, I heard a melody.
It haunted me from the start.

Some-thing in-side of me star- ted a
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Symphony zing! Went the strings of my heart.

It was like a breath of spring, I heard a robin sing about a nest set a part. All nature seemed to be in perfect.

Symphony zing! Went the strings of my heart.

It was like a breath of spring, I heard a robin sing about a nest set a part. All nature seemed to be in perfect.
Harmony singing! Went the strings of my heart again.

Eyes make skies seem blue again. What else could I do again but keep repeating.

Through again I love you, love you. I still recall the thrill.

I love you, I still recall the thrill.
I guess I always will, I hope t'will never depart.

Dear with your lips to mine, a rhapsody divine

Zing! Went the strings of my heart.

Vocals
Piano
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Tempo: 110
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GUITAR

149   Ab

153   Eb/Bb   F7   Bb+7   Eb   Abm6   Eb

157   Fm7   Bb7   Ebmaj7   Eb6   Fm7   Bb7   Eb(add2)   Eb   Am7(b5)   D7

162   Gm   F7   Bb9   Bb7   Bb9   Bb+7   Eb

167   Cm   F9   F9   Abm/Bb   Bb7   Eb6
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Drums
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\( \text{cymbal rhythm} \)